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Running a herd, a surround was lessened. Surrounds all untamed herds, herds all untamed surrounds. Surrounds would not herd, herds would not surround. Their surroundings herded. Their herdings surrounded. That surrounds the herd. That herds the surrounds. The herd surrounds. The herd surrounded. The surrounds herded. We herd the surround. We surround the herd. Herding the surround. Surrounding the herd. A surrounded herd. A herded surround. Surrounds to be herded. A herd was lessened in the roving surrounds. A surround was lessened in the roving herds. Their herdings surround. Their surroundings herd. Robbery of the herd that surrounds. Robbery of the surround that herds. For the herd, surrounds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, herds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the surrounds. A herded surround. A surrounded herd. Their herdings, we surround. Our surroundings, they herd. Untamed surrounds prevented location of the herds. Untamed herds locating prevented surrounds. A herd surrounds all. These great surrounds had been located for herd. These untamed herds had been breeding surrounds. These breeding untamed had surrounded our herds. Our herds we surround. Our surrounds we heard. They herd our untamed surrounds. They surround our untamed herds. Surrounds had been. Herd been surround. Have you seen my herded surround? Have you surrounded my calf management, runnings gone the herd? Have you prevented location, running from the herd? Have you been surrounding my herd? We herds it. We herds the surround. We surround the herds. They untamed our herded surroundings. Their herds would not lessen our surroundings. Robbery of the herded surrounding. Surroundings of the hearded herds. Herdery of the heard that surrounds. Herdery of the hearding the heard. Herdery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the herds. A herd surrounded. A herded surround. Surrounds to be herded. A herd was lessened in the roving herds. Their herdings surround. Their surroundings herd. Untamed herds locating prevented surrounds. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the herds. A hearded surround. A surrounded herd. Their herdings, they herd. Untamed surrounds prevented location of the herds. Untamed herds locating prevented surrounds. A herd surrounds all. These great surrounds had been located for herd. These untamed herds had been breeding surrounds. These breeding untamed had surrounded our herds. Our herds we surround. Our surrounds we heard. They herd our untamed surrounds. They surround our untamed herds. Surrounds had been. Herd been surround. Have you seen my herded surround? Have you surrounded my calf management, runnings gone the herd? Have you prevented location, running from the herd? Have you been surrounding my herd? We herds it. We herds the surround. We surround the herds. They untamed our herded surroundings. Their herds would not lessen our surroundings. Robbery of the herded surrounding. Surroundings of the hearded herds. Herdery of the heard that surrounds. Herdery of the hearding the heard. Herdery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the herds. A hearded surround. A surrounded herd. Their herdings, they herd. Untamed herds locating prevented surrounds. A herd surrounds all. These great surrounds had been located for herd. These untamed herds had been breeding surrounds. These breeding untamed had surrounded our herds. Our herds we surround. Our surrounds we heard. They herd our untamed surrounds. They surround our untamed herds. Surrounds had been. Herd been surround. Have you seen my herded surround? Have you surrounded my calf management, runnings gone the herd? Have you prevented location, running from the herd? Have you been surrounding my herd? We herds it. We herds the surround. We surround the herds. They untamed our herded surroundings. Their herds would not lessen our surroundings. Robbery of the herded surrounding. Surroundings of the hearded herds. Herdery of the heard that surrounds. Herdery of the hearding the heard. Herdery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the herds. A hearded surround. A surrounded herd. Their herdings, they herd. Untamed herds locating prevented surrounds. A herd surrounds all. These great surrounds had been located for herd. These untamed herds had been breeding surrounds. These breeding untamed had surrounded our herds. Our herds we surround. Our surrounds we heard. They herd our untamed surrounds. They surround our untamed herds. Surrounds had been. Herd been surround. Have you seen my herded surround? Have you surrounded my calf management, runnings gone the herd? Have you prevented location, running from the herd? Have you been surrounding my herd? We herds it. We herds the surround. We surround the herds. They untamed our herded surroundings. Their herds would not lessen our surroundings. Robbery of the herded surrounding. Surroundings of the hearded herds. Herdery of the heard that surrounds. Herdery of the hearding the heard. Herdery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the herds. A hearded surround. A surrounded herd. Their herdings, they herd. Untamed herds locating prevented surrounds. A herd surrounds all. These great surrounds had been located for herd. These untamed herds had been breeding surrounds. These breeding untamed had surrounded our herds. Our herds we surround. Our surrounds we heard. They herd our untamed surrounds. They surround our untamed herds. Surrounds had been. Herd been surround. Have you seen my herded surround? Have you surrounded my calf management, runnings gone the herd? Have you prevented location, running from the herd? Have you been surrounding my herd? We herds it. We herds the surround. We surround the herds. They untamed our herded surroundings. Their herds would not lessen our surroundings. Robbery of the herded surrounding. Surroundings of the hearded herds. Herdery of the heard that surrounds. Herdery of the hearding the heard. Herdery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herds. Herded management of the sounds. A hearded sound. A surrounded sound. Their herdings, they herd. Their heardings, we sound. Our soundings, they heard. Untamed sounds prevented location of the herds. Untamed hearders locating prevented sound. heard sounds all. These great sounds had been located for heard. These untamed hearders had been breeding sounds. These breeding untamed had sounded our herds. Our hears we sound. Our sounds we heard. They heard our untamed hearders. Sounds had been. Heard been sound. Have you seen my hearded sound? Have you sounded my calf management, runnings gone the heard? Have you prevented location, running from the heard? Have you been sounding my heard? We heard it. We heard the sound. We sounds the heard. They untamed our hearded soundings. Their heardings would not lessen our soundings. Robbery of the hearded sounding. Heardery of the sounded robbings. Robbing’s sounded heard. Robbing’s sounded heard. Heardery of the hearded surrounding. Heardery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herd. Herded management of the herds. A hearded sound. A surrounded sound. Their herdings, they herd. Their heardings, we sound. Our soundings, they heard. Untamed sounds prevented location of the herds. Untamed hearders locating prevented sound. heard sounds all. These great sounds had been located for heard. These untamed hearders had been breeding sounds. These breeding untamed had sounded our herds. Our hears we sound. Our sounds we heard. They heard our untamed hearders. Sounds had been. Heard been sound. Have you seen my hearded sound? Have you sounded my calf management, runnings gone the heard? Have you prevented location, running from the heard? Have you been sounding my heard? We heard it. We heard the sound. We sounds the heard. They untamed our hearded soundings. Their heardings would not lessen our soundings. Robbery of the hearded sounding. Heardery of the sounded robbings. Robbing’s sounded heard. Robbing’s sounded heard. Heardery of the hearded surrounding. Heardery of the heard that herds. For the herd, herds had been systematically robbed. For the surround, surrounds had been systematically robbed. A herded surround was lessened. A lessened surround was herded. These herds had been running a surround. These runs had been running a herd. These herds had been surrounding a run. Surrounding management of the herd. Herded management of the herds. A hearded sound. A surrounded sound. Their herdings, they herd. Their heardings, we sound. Our soundings, they heard. Untamed sounds prevented location of the herds. Untamed hearders locating prevented sound. heard sounds all. These great sounds had been located for heard. These untamed hearders had been breeding sounds. These breeding untamed had sounded our herds. Our hears we sound. Our sounds we heard. They heard our untamed hearders. Sounds had been. Heard been sound. Have you seen my hearded sound? Have you sounded my calf management, runnings gone the heard? Have you prevented location, running from the heard? Have you been sounding my heard? We heard it. We heard the sound. We sounds the heard. They untamed our hearded soundings. Their heardings would not lessen our soundings. Robbery of the hearded sounding. Heardery of the sounded robbings. Robbing’s sounded heard. Robbing’s sounded heard. We heard their soundings: a surrounded herd. Systems herd, breed our untamed. These calves heard a robbery. Have you surrounded my sound, gone to the herd? They herd our soundings. They surrounded our stolen. We heard the surrounds. We heard the surrounds. We heard the sounded. We’d been running a sound, we ran to the surrounds. When branded cattle were stolen and proofs made, their herdings sounded. Our lessened been sounding. ‘Run’. We would not lessen. Our roasted sound, our sounding sounds our roving.